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Apps and drones go hand in hand, and most drone manu
facturers offer apps that are specific to their aerial plat
forms to enhance their flight capabilities. There are also 
hundreds of other apps available for use with all types of 
drones, from ones that tell you where to fly to flight planning 
to networking with other drone users. Here are 25 we like, 
which all get high marks from users. We’re sure that you’ll 
find a few you’ll want to add to your drone arsenal.

AirMap Flying SAFely

AirMap provides airspace maps to the FAA’s “Know Before 
You Fly” operation. Users can access low-altitude airspace 
advisories, file digital flight notices, and manage their UAVs. 
You can toggle airspace information and advisory map 
overlays, view real-time air traffic, and search maps by 
location. This app is compatible with the Apple Watch.   
iOS and Android; free

Agrible Pocket Drone Plan 
Flying SAFely

This app checks wind speed and direction, visibility, weather 
conditions, and controlled airspace boundaries, to provide 
UAS flight recommendations at your current location or on 
your “Morning Farm Report” fields. Frequently updated flight 
conditions let you know if it’s OK to fly or if conditions are not 
suitable for flying.  iOS; free

DroneWatcher 
netWorking/inFo

Turn your smart device into a UAV 
and drone detector. It will track 
with alerts and record information 
on approximately 95 percent of 
consumer drones. The UAV type 
and ID can be detected and used to 
document the unwanted activity and 
support apprehension/prosecution by 
law enforcement.  Android; free

goPro 
PhotogrAPhy

Control your camera remotely, view 
photos and videos, and share them. 
If you adjust the camera settings, 
you can use your smart device as 
the viewfinder. Trim videos to create 
shorter clips, or extract still images 
from your videos. HiLights can mark 
moments so that they’re easy to find. 
Users can also wirelessly update their 
camera software.  iOS and Android; free

tower 
Flying SAFely

Focused on the ArduPilot platform and 
open-sourced, this is a full-featured 
and fairly intuitive flight-control 
program. Ten types of waypoints can 
be dropped, creating custom flight 
paths. An auto-building mapper can 
produce 3D scans of structures, 
and a survey feature creates flight 
paths that can fully cover your map’s 
regions.  Android; free

UAV Forecast 
Flying SAFely

With this app, you can locate GPS 
satellites, identify no-fly zones, get 
weather forecasts, see solar activity 
(Kp), and view flight restrictions. 
Works with many UAV types and 
brands. A search function is integrated 
for finding flying places and saving 
them. There are daily email summaries 
available for your favorite locations 
with real-time feedback. iOS and 
Android; free

DroneDeploy Flight PlAnning

Compatible with any UAV, users can create accurate high-resolution 3D maps or flight models. Set an automated flight path and capture all your aerial 
data. You can immediately use your maps, share them with others, and add annotations. Storage on iCloud is also available.  iOS and Android; free

realFlight 
SiMUlAtorS

This is a smaller version of the popular aircraft simulator. 
In addition to a multirotor, there are a few other aircraft 
to choose from. The on-screen “radio” operates similar 
to a typical RC transmitter. While it can be controlled from 
your smart device, there is an option of using a third-party 
controller.  iOS and Android; free
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Skyward io 
Flight PlAnning

Available to every Skyward 
subscriber, this app was 
developed to access assigned 
operations offline, record flights 
in the field, and even log new 
flights offline that will later sync 
to Skyward when back in range. 
Pilots can perform safety checks 
with preflight reminders and can 
dispatch any updated flight plans 
to fellow crewmembers.  iOS and 
Android; free

hAM radio exam—tech netWorking/inFo

If you need your amateur radio license (FCC Technician), this 
app will help you. Users can study and read through the pool of 
questions you’ll be tested on. Take practice tests and quizzes on 
topics featured on the actual exam. You can find an exam location 
and even keep up on HAM news.  iOS and Android; free

RotorDrone Magazine
netWorking/inFo

View your favorite magazine on the go! 
Sign in with the email address that’s 
associated with your subscription and 
see all the issues you’ve purchased. 
If you allow notifications, the app will 
let you know when each new issue 
is available to view. Search issues by 
keyword to revisit your favorite articles.  
iOS and Android; free

DroidPlanner 2.0 Flight PlAnning

There are different versions of this app; v2.0 focuses on telemetry and planning. The telemetry screen allows users to assess the condition of the aircraft 
and perform flight tasks such as loiter and land. The planning screen lets you create missions on the fly as well as edit them easily at the flight field.  
Android; free

Quadcopter FX Simulator SiMUlAtorS

The designers state that this is not a game but a tool for practicing UAV flying. 
Views include a stabilized camera (gimbal), FPV, eye-level, and a follow function. 
Also added are all of the features most drones are equipped with, such as return 
to home, course lock, position hold, and altitude hold.  iOS and Android; free

FPV Freerider SiMUlAtorS

A racing simulator, this app is available as a free limited 
version (the full version has more locations and allows more 
adjustability to the aircraft and camera). Fly, crash, and repeat, 
even if the weather is terrible outside. It is noted that some 
wireless-enabled transmitters can be used to fly on-screen 
for a more realistic feel.  Android; free

BrightSky labs PhotogrAPhy

Works with popular cameras (GoPro, etc.) allowing video 
editing with your smart device through Wi-Fi. Add music 
or voice to videos, record in slow motion, and choose from 
included color filters for effect. Adjust camera settings, share 
videos, and access files on your camera’s SD card.  iOS and 
Android; free

Verifly netWorking/inFo

Select your flight area and get a real-time price for up to an hour of insurance 
coverage. Register and pay with a credit or debit card for instant approval. A $1M 
aviation insurance policy built specifically for drones is available. Policies can be 
viewed via the app or email. Notifications will help monitor your policies and include 
a countdown timer.  iOS and Android; free
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Drone Squad 
netWorking/inFo

This app lets you find local 
drone meet-ups and events; 
features an automatic frequency 
management to help pilots fly 
safely; and allows you to enter 
lap times or points after a race. 
Each heat is updated in real time. 
You can follow any Drone Squad 
race, also in real time, with pilot 
frequency guides, statistics, and 
standings.  iOS and Android; free
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hover 
Flying SAFely

An international no-fly zone 
map uses an intuitive interface, 
and drone-specific weather 
data will help you fly safely. 
Flight logging allows individuals 
and teams to track, log, and 
maintain their drone fleet. The 
news feed will tell you what’s 
going on in the drone space, 
with content from company 
blogs, news blogs, and major 
media publications.  iOS and 
Android; free

AZ Screen recorder 
PhotogrAPhy

Users can record everything 
on their smart device without 
having to root it. Android 5.0 
or higher is required and four 
on-screen “buttons” are used 
to navigate the tool. Pause and 
resume while recording. The 
developer states that there are 
no watermarks, no frame loss, 
and no time limits.  Android; free

Drone Zones netWorking/inFo

This app gives enthusiasts the ability to share good flying locations that they have found around the world. Read reviews of flight sites, and rate and 
write your own to share with the community. The next time you find another cool spot, you can let others know about the scenic value, purposeful 
suitability, or noise levels.  iOS and Android; free

B4UFly 
Flying SAFely

This app will help you determine if any 
flight restrictions exist. A clear “status” 
indicator immediately informs the 
operator about the current or planned 
location, and a “Planner Mode” is useful 
for future flights in different locations. 
There are interactive maps with filtering 
options and links to other FAA UAS 
resources.  iOS and Android; free

rCFlyMaps Flying SAFely

With cloud-connected data, users can to 
input their own recommended places to 
fly. Real-time data shows every airport and 
the 3-mile radius around it with as many 
AMA authorized fields as the designers 
could find. Crowd-sourced data helps 
you find places to fly; add your favorite 
locations, which you can save for future 
reference.  iOS; free

+Drone Flying SAFely

Download the map and see where drones 
are flying in your area or worldwide. Notify 
other drone operators where you are 
flying. You can also view solar and weather 
forecast maps along with no-fly zones 
making for much safer flying.  iOS; free   K

MultiWii Configurator 
netWorking/inFo

This setup tool for the MultiWii controller requires 
a Bluetooth dongle and allows you to change 
parameters at the flying field. Save your settings in 
different files, read/write PID and radio settings, and 
configure auxiliary channels. You can also view your 
flight channels and motor operations in real time.   
iOS and Android; free

Airnest Flight PlAnning

Dubbed “the Photoshop of flight planning,” this app allows users to draw flight paths on a device 
(smartphone or tablet) and the UAV will follow that path. Point the aircraft where you want it to go 
and then use your device to pan and tilt the camera. A “flysafe” feature is also included.  iOS; $15
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